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Imagining Italy: Victorian Writers and Travellers, ed. Catherine Waters, 
Michael HoUington, and John Jordan (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge 
Scholars Publishing, 2010), pp. xvi + 268, ISBN (13): 978 1443823845. 
Two of the essays in this volume take George Eliot's Romola as their subject. Both reward 
attention, and they may be in danger of escaping deserved notice given the major concentration 
here on the life and writing of Dickens. This is the second of three publications projected by 
the organizers of a conference on 'Dickens, Victorian Culture, Italy', held in Genoa in 2007. 
The advance poster for the conference, still on the web, inadvertently does the book a slight 
disservice: 'At present', the organizers write, 'we are considering any or all of 1) A volume of 
the very best papers [see The Victorians and Italy: Literature, Travel, Politics, and Art, ed. 
Alessandro Vescovi, Luisa Villa, Paul Vita (Polymetrica, 2008)]; 2) A volume of papers [the 
present one] that are about Victorian writers and Italy, Dickens yes but others as well; and 3) 
A concentrated section of a future Dickens Studies Annual Volume." The quality of the 
individual pieces in Imagining Italy is rather better than this implied scooping up of remains 
after volume one. Admittedly, balance of coverage has not been a priority - 11 out of the 14 
essays are primarily on Dickens; just the two on Eliot; and there is one impressively informed 
consideration, by Christine Alexander, ofItaly's role in the verbal and visual imagination of the 
young Charlotte Bronte. There is little effort at cross comparison (and to that extent the editors 
might have taken a heavier hand) but the quality of the individual pieces is high, and the 
contributions on Eliot, from Richard Bonfiglio and Robert M. Polhemus, gain more than they 
lose by their insertion into this very Dickens-centred discussion of Victorian engagements with 
Italian politics, religion, art and society. 
Richard Bonfiglio considers Romola in relation to the huge success of Murray's and other 
travellers' handbooks in the period. He treats the novel both as the fruit of Eliot's own 
'textually mediated' visits to Italy in 1860 and again in the following year to research 
Florentine history, and as her own most ambitious effort to make literature a kind of ethical 
journeying beyond one's own life and culture. Where Murray invited tourists to expand their 
cultural horizons in pursuit of pleasure and knowledge, Eliot's accent is on 'civic duty, shifting 
the focus of the reader/tourist from the pursuit of self-cultivation to social responsibility' (140). 
For Bonfiglio, the result is a form of 'proximate cosmopolitanism'. That term indicates an 
alliance of interests with many other recent critics, including Amanda Anderson and James 
Buzard, but the essay does not repeat the standard emphasis on detachment and displacement 
as modes of access to a higher ethical plane (rejecting the narrow interests of the nation in 
favour of the interests of humanity). Bonfiglio instead takes a lead from Jonathan Parry and 
others in the field of political history who have stressed English liberalism's intellectual and 
practical connections with Continental politics at mid-century. Bonfiglio argues that Eliot's 
interest in Italy reflects a form of cosmopolitanism that retains a strong base in national self-
consciousness, and a respect for the differences in men and morals that arise out of national 
variations in education (with education understood in its broadest sense as the formation of 
minds and manners within a given culture). 'Internationalism', then, might seem nearer to hand 
than 'cosmopolitanism', as a description of Eliot's political orientation, but Bonfiglio stresses 
the evolutionary quality of her thinking: her hopes for a future pan-European cultural and 
political order that would be the long outcome of slowly building cosmopolitan sympathies. 
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This sounds attractively plausible, and the brief (5 page) reading of the novel that follows from 
the main claims suggests that they would be persuasively upheld and deepened by an extended 
close reading of the novel. Bonfiglio is compelled to be more schematic than he might 
otherwise have been, given the constraints on space. He outlines two 'inverse cosmopolitan 
perspectives' in Romola: the 'outsider's insideness to Florence' represented by Tito Melema, 
and the 'insider's outsideness' that characterizes Romola herself (144). (James Buzard's 
Disorienting Fiction: The Autoethnographic Work of Nineteenth-Century British Novels [2005] 
is an acknowledged influence here, as for many of the essays. Buzard himself contributes a 
brief, stylish piece, extending the argument of that book to Dickens.) Tito's absorption into 
Florence is, in Bonfiglio's reading: an acculturation into self-protective double-dealing and 
casuistry that makes him an early version of Lydgate, 'swallow[ed] up' by the medium of 
Middlemarch (145). Romola's narrative exhibits the reverse moral trajectory, out from the 
narrow ethical confines of her immediate domestic and civic setting towards a widened life that 
nevertheless retains a vital commitment to family and locality. Ideally, we would hear more of 
the detail: what precisely is the 'reconsitute[]d ... meaning of home, familial duty and local 
attachment' provided by the later chapters of Romola? What in its language and style, as well 
as its plot, would consolidate Bonfiglio's claims that we have here a 'vehicle for national self-
reflection as well as a means of domesticating a feeling of national proximity between England 
and Italy' (147)? But even so briefly pursued it is an inviting line of interpretation. 
There is some continuity of concern between this essay and Robert M. Polhemus's closing 
analysis of the relationship between religious faith and artistic practice in Romola's bonfire of 
the vanities. Polhemus, too, concentrates on Eliot's interest in locating the tipping point 
between inherited loyalties and newer, larger obligations. Focusing as the essay does on the 
incendiary conflict that ensues when religion seeks to expunge the sensuous and idolatrous 
aspects of art, its tone and manner are, however, more colourfully speculative, and Polhemus 
keeps an eye on the contemporary resonances of the topic. His treatment of Romola is framed 
by comparative reference to Dennis Oppenheim's 1997 SCUlpture of an inverted church, 
impaled on the earth by its own steeple - vetoed for exhibition by Stanford University's 
president (in the face of unanimous approval by the art council) after complaints from the 
'Dean for Religious Life'. The most provocative section of the essay asks us to imagine a work 
of art consumed in Savonarola's fires: a vibrantly sensuous depiction of feminine fecundity by 
Botticelli, to which Polhemus gives the title' Automne'. The point is to dramatize for us 'what 
an act of iconoclasm could actually mean and fire up resistance against the continuing assaults 
of sectarian, puritanical power on works of art' (252). But Polhemus knows the limits of the 
essayist's power to command our imaginative involvement here: 'We don't really know or care 
deeply about [Botticelli's] Pomona and Ceres' because he never painted them. We do, however, 
care deeply about Romola, whose beauty on her betrothal day suggests to Polhemus 'the 
novelist gazing at some Botticelli lost in the fire' (252). The purpose of her subsequent story, 
then, is to effect a moral retrieval of 'art that's been condemned by religion' (253). Through 
secular rewriting of the Madonna ideal, and a reworking of the Constanza story from 
Boccaccio's Decameron, Eliot 'recoups and revises [a] living art ... from the flames of 
religious fanaticism' (255). She also rescues a capacity for female agency that male authority 
would see burned as 'vanity'. 
These are thought provoking pieces, and some directions in which readers may want to develop 
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or test the ideas are suggested by their contiguity with essays probing other early to mid-
Victorian British responses to Italian art and religion. Polhemus's essay ends a volume which 
began with Chloe Chard's nicely sceptical analysis of Dickens's love/hate relationship with 
Romish ritual, and finds some evidence that the Vatican deliberately sought to keep English 
tourists coming by preserving certain displays it would otherwise have allowed to fallout of 
use. Chard's essay, in turn gains from juxtaposition with Catherine Waters's account of the 
'staged authenticity' of English Italian tourism, as evidenced in Household Words. Bonfiglio's 
description of Eliot's 'proximate cosmopolitanism' is most obviously assisted by juxtaposition 
with Buzard's account of Little Dorrit as an attempt to ground a nascent cosmopolitanism in a 
sense of the necessary priority of national commitments. There are also subtler connections 
waiting to be formed: for example, between the historically contestatory relationship of art and 
religion examined by Polhemus and Kate Flint's characteristically rich account of Italian 
'visual modernity' at mid-century, including the Macchiaioli with their political and aesthetic 
commitment to capturing the emotional and sensory richness of the ordinary. Several of the 
essays here press intelligently at the experienced modernity of Italy, as it repeatedly 
reawakened or entirely upset jaded or stereotypical expectations. Malcolm Andrews's account 
of how the reality of Italy disturbed and revitalized the English picturesque stands out, as does 
Jeremy Tambling's account of how echoes of Dante inform the Dickensian grotesque, 
especially when Dickens broods on death and survival. But for sheer interpretative originality 
and verve, it is impossible not to single out Garrett Stewart's reading of the rhetorical figures 
of hendiadys, syllepsis and ekphrasis in Pictures from Italy and Little Dorrit. Through intense 
attention to the fine grain of the phrase and sentence, Stewart achieves a brilliantly original 
description of how Dickens's 'cross-wiring' of grammar contributes to his visual mimesis and 
to a peculiar 'mortuary aesthetics' . It might require Stewart himself to give us a similarly rich 
account of Eliot's grammar, and it would be well worth having. 
Helen Small 
University of Oxford 
Note 
users.unimi.it/dickens/ conference_2007.html Accessed 9 May 2011. 
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